NOVEMBER 19TH–21TH, 2014
LANDSCAPE ARCHAEOLOGY WORKSHOP
FROM THEORY TO PRACTICE

OPENING //
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 19TH
18.00 Opening and welcome ceremony
18.15 Keynote Lecture by Angus Graham (Uppsala Universitet, Sweden): Between “whole landscapes” and perspectives – the challenges of Landscape Archaeology
19.15 Welcome get together

LOCATION //
TOPOI BUILDING DAHLEM,
CONFERENCE ROOM
HITTORFSTRASSE 18, 14195 BERLIN

ORGANIZATION //
EXCELLENCE CLUSTER TOPOI
RESEARCH AREA A
BERGSAS DOCTORAL PROGRAM
LANDSCAPE ARCHAEOLOGY AND ARCHITECTURE

CONTACT //
TEL.: +49.30.838-70239
FAX: +49.30.838-70755
LANDSCAPEARCHAEOLOGY@TOPOI.ORG
WWW.TOPOI.ORG/EVENT/24533/

WORKSHOP //
THURSDAY, NOV. 20TH
9.30 Keynote Lecture by Almut Schülke (UiO: Museum of Cultural History, Norway): Between “whole landscapes” and perspectives – the challenges of Landscape Archaeology
10.30 Session I – From Theory to Practice
10.30 Thomas Knopf, Jan Ahlrichs (Universität Tübingen, Germany): Favour/disfavour? Marginal landscapes as natural and cultural space
11.00 // Coffee break //
11.30 Nicolò Pini (Universität zu Köln, Germany): From building archaeology to the human settlement structure: an interdisciplinary study of Umm es-Surab (Jordan)
12.00 Dan Lawrence (Durham University, United Kingdom): Local, regional, imperial: scales of analysis and the landscapes of the Sasanian Empire
12.30 Discussion
13.00 // Lunch Break //

Session II – Identity
14.30 Kristen Hopper (Durham University, United Kingdom): Challenging landscapes
15.00 Helen Dawson (Topoi/Freie Universität Berlin, Germany): Islands in space and time: GIS, phenomenology and “communities of practice”
15.30 Nataliia Chub (Topoi/Freie Universität Berlin, Germany): The transformation of space and its interrelation with the construction of identities
16.00 // Coffee Break //
16.30 Discussion

WORKSHOP //
FRIDAY, NOV. 21TH
9.00 Keynote Lecture by Rebecca Lave (Indiana University Bloomington, United States): Mind the gap: Integrating natural science with critical approaches from the social sciences and humanities
10.00 Session III – Landscape Development Dynamics
10.00 Jamie Sewell (Durham University, United Kingdom): Combining urban and landscape archaeologies: the urban landscape of ancient Italy (350 to 300 BCE)
10.30 // Coffee break //
11.00 Claudia Sciuto (Umeå University, Sweden): Big data for environmental archaeology: Is a new model really possible?
11.30 Li Zhang (Zhengzhou University, China): Early agriculture, landscape, and social complexity in the central plains: human-environment interactions in the Zhengzhou Region during the early and middle Holocene
12.00 Dita Auzina (Universiteit Leiden, Netherlands): Use of space syntax visibility analysis for analysing construction phases of a pre-hispanic (400-1525) mound complex in Agua Buenas, Nicaragua
12.30 // Lunch Break //
14.00 Final Discussion with chairman Sjoerd Kluiving (Freie Universität Amsterdam, Netherlands)